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which included talks by their wives. In the following
month all four of them were nominated, and immediately
elected, as deputies to the, Supreme Soviet.
Meanwhile the camp was buried to the roofs in snow,
and the ice-floe was drifting south. In six days it drifted
120 miles south-south-west: twenty miles a day from the
Pole. Then the ice-floe began to crack. The cracks ran
across the camp and at one time threatened to separate the
radio station from the aerials. The party had an anxious
time shifting stores and equipment to keep, everything on
'the same sheet of ice. There were incessant storms and
fierce winds. In February the camp was attacked by
three bears, which had to be shot, and the party subsequently
suffered indigestion from bear meat. They say in their
diary that as they drifted on the ice in the Arctic darkness
they did not feel isolated from home, for they could still
send radio messages to their wives and listen to the con-
gratulations of the Russian people on their exploit.
On 14 February 1938 the party had instructions to prepare
an aerodrome for the planes to come and take them borne.
The clouds were low and their camp was hard to find. A
plane landed, but it had to be abandoned on the'ice. A
week later two ships, the * Murman * and the ' Taimyr'
-came alongside the ice-floe to take them off, and the
explorers broadcast their last radio message from the
floating ice. Here is a translation of part of the message:
' Immensely glad to report fulfilment of the entrusted
task. From the North Pole to 75° north we carried out
completely all the planned explorations and collected
valuable scientific material. . . . Since 1 February, when
our ice-field broke into pieces, we continued all observations
possible in these conditions. Worked confidently. Did
not worry at all about our fate. Knew that our powerful
motherland, having sent her sons, would never abandon
them.
4 Care and attention of our Communist Party, Govern-
ment, beloved Comrade Stalin, and all Soviet people

